
Introduction

     Poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) is utilized for 

long-acting injectable formulations of various drugs, 

including leuprolide, a peptide GnRH agonist. SAVI 

is the process of exposing PLGA microparticles to 

sequential semi-solvent vapors and assaying the 

resultant morphological changes. It can elucidate 

particle composition and microstructure that changes 

depending on the manufacturing process. Our 

previous work on the SAVI analysis of naltrexone-

loaded microparticles [1] was used in the current 

study to analyze leuprolide-loaded PLGA 

microparticles (PLGA-Leup).

Methods

     PLGA-Leup microparticles were manufactured in-

house by a gelatin-stabilized double emulsion method 

[2] using similar PLGA to Lupron Depot (1 month) 

(in-house PLGA-Leup). Additionally, Lupron Depot 

(leuprolide acetate for depot suspension) 7.5 mg (1 

month) and 11.25 mg (3 months) were also analyzed 

for comparison after washing away anticaking agents. 

SAVI was conducted as previously described. Each 

sample was applied to a glass microscope slide and 

exposed to vapors of ethyl isobutyrate (EI), toluene 

(TOL), 2-pentanone (2PE), and propyl acetate (PA) in 

sequence (Fig 1). The samples were imaged using 

laser-scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) as 

previously described [1]. Profilometry was performed 

using LEXT (Olympus) software. Additionally, 

samples were assayed for PLGA polymer properties 

by 1H NMR and gel permeation chromatography 

(GPC), as well as for in vitro release, as previously 

described [3]. 

Conclusion 

SAVI can be applied to microstructural analysis of 

leuprolide-loaded PLGA formulations. It can demonstrate 

differences in the microstructural arrangement between 

qualitatively similar batches based on their morphological 

reactions to semi-solvent exposure.
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Figure 1. Schematic presentation of SAVI 

microparticle testing.
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Figure 3. SAVI analysis results. (A) Arithmetic height 

(Sa) of Lupron 1-month and manufactured PLGA-Leup 

and (B) Areal ratio (Ar) of Lupron 1-month and Lupron 3-

month (“*” p < 0.05, “**” p < 0.01 “***” p < 0.001, 

Average + STDEV, N = 40-45)

Figure 4. In-vitro release of Lupron 3- month, Lupron 

1-month, and manufactured PLGA-Leup 

microparticles. (Average  ± STDEV, N = 3).

Figure 4 displays the in vitro release rate of all 

formulations. Lupron 3-month exhibits more extended 

control of release relative to Lupron 1-month due to 

slower degradation of PLA versus PLGA, while in-

house PLGA-Leup indicates Incomplete release due to 

microstructural differences. 

Figure 2. Example images in laser-intensity mode of 

selected leuprolide microparticles. (Lactide% by 1H NMR 

and Mn by gel permeation chromatography quaternary 

detection, Red scale bar = 50 mm). 

Results

     Figure 2 displays the images from SAVI analysis of the 

Lupron 1-month, 3-month, and in-house PLGA-Leup.  

Comparing in-house PLGA-Leup to Lupron 1-month 

regarding arithmetic height (Sa) indicates a smoother/less 

featured form for the in-house PLGA-Leup than for the 

commercial Lupron 1-month (Figure 3A). These products 

have similar PLGAs, indicating microstructural differences 

between the reference listed drug (RLD, Lupron 1-month) and 

in-house prototype, especially as these apply to the gelatin 

particles inside the double-emulsion. Comparing Lupron 3-

month to Lupron 1-month indicates the very rapid collapse of 

Lupron 3-month with exposure to semi-solvents as these 

preferentially dissolve the PLA of the Lupron 3-month relative 

to the PLGA (73% lactide content) of the Lupron 1-month 

formulation (Figure 3B).

Sample 

(L%, Mn) Dry EI TOL 2PE PA

PLGA-Leup 

MFG

220726SMS

76% Lactide

Mn: 8795

Lupron 

1-month 

RLD

73% Lactide

Mn: 7691 

Lupron 

3-month 

RLD

100% Lactide

Mn: 11,391
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